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This paper is concerned with linear time-varying ordinary differential 
equations. Sufficient conditions are given for the existence of an exponential 
dichotomy for a class of equations which includes those with Bohr almost- 
periodic cwfficients. The problem is treated in the context of linear skew- 
product flows, where it becomes clear how to generalize to the case of fiber- 
preserving flows on vector bundles. Both continuous and discrete flows are 
treated and the results apply to the linearized variational equation for a time- 
varying vector field on a manifold as well as the linearization of a diffeomorphism 
acting on a manifold. Sufficient conditions are given for a diReomorphism on 
a manifold to be an Anosov diffeomorphism. For linear skew-product flows 
arising from ordinary differential equations our theory is a partial generalization 
of Floquet theory to the almost-periodic case. 
1. I~‘-I-R~DucTION 
Consider the linear differential equation 
2 = A(t)x, (1.1) 
where x E X (and X = Rn or C”). Recall that (1.1) admits an exponential 
dichotomy if there exists a projection P: X + X and positive constants K 
and (Y such that 
1 4qt> P@-‘(s)] < Iw’(S-~), s < 4 
1 qt)(l - P) @-l(s)1 < K&t-s), t < s, 
(1.2) 
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where @ denotes the fundamental matrix solution of (1.1) satisfying Q(O) :-- I 
and . I denotes a matrix norm. 
The existence of an exponential dichotomy for (1 .I) is a fundamental 
tool for studying the asymptotic behavior (boundedness, stability, etc.) of 
solutions of 
i .4(t)x .{- g(t) (1.3) 
(see Section 3). And, of course, this, in turn, can be used to study the non- 
linear system 
k = A(t).% +f(x, 1). 
See [5, 8, 111. Therefore, it is of interest to know when the linear equation 
(1 .l) admits an exponential dichotomy. 
The known methods for obtaining an exponential dichotomy fall roughly 
into the following four categories: 
(1) If A(t) A, is constant, then there exists an exponential 
dichotomy iff all of the eigenvalues of A have nonzero real parts [5]. 
(2) If A(t) is periodic in t, then there is an exponential dichotomy 
iff none of the Floquet multipliers lie on the unit circle [5]. 
(3) The dichotomy is preserved under small perturbations. Hence, 
if (1.1) admits an exponential dichotomy and B(t) is appropriately small, 
then k -z [A(t) $- B(t)]x admits one [5, p. 1371. 
(4) An ordered pair of function spaces (B, D) is termed admissible 
for -4(t) if for each f E B, there is at least one solution of (1.3) in D. If an 
appropriate pair (B, D) is admissible, then (1.1) admits an exponential 
dichotomy (cf. [8, 1 I]). 
It is easy to see that if /l(t) is periodic in t, then Eq. (1.1) admits an 
cxponcntial dichotomy iff the only solution of Eq. (1. I), bounded for all 1, 
is the null (or trivial) solution v = 0. Our objective is to determine whether 
the equivalence between the existence of an cxponcntial dichotomy and the 
absence of nontrivial bounded solutions is preserved for aperiodic linear 
systems. In order to study this, it is appropriate to examine all the equations 
in the “hull” of Eq. (1.1). The proper reformulation of the problem is 
whether the equivalence between (a) the existence of an exponential 
dichotomy for every equation in the hull, and (b) the absence of nontrivial 
bounded solutions for every equation in the hull, is preserved for aperiodic 
linear systems. It is shown (Theorems 3 and 5) that this equivalence is 
preserved provided the hull is a compact minimal set. This condition on 
the hull is always satisfied when A(t) is Bohr almost-periodic in t. 
The precise statements of our results are given in Sections 2 and 6. For 
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reasons which shall become apparent later, we find that it is appropriate 
to study this problem of the existence of dichotomies in the context of a 
linear skew-product flow, which we define in Section 2. We shall see that 
the geometric properties of the stable and unstable sets .4a and % play a 
central role in our analysis, since it is the sections of these sets that form 
the range and null space of the projection P used in (1.2). 
Our results arc valid for both continuous and discrete flows, so that they 
are applicable both to linear differential equations as well as linear difference 
equations [3]. Some of these applications are discussed in Sections 3 and 4. 
The proofs of our theorems are given in Section 5. 
By using the linear skew-product flow structure, it becomes easy to see 
how our methods can be applied to fiber-preserving flows on vector bundles. 
In this way, we can study the linearized variational equation for either a 
time-varying vector field or a diffeomorphism on a compact manifold (see 
Section 7). In particular, we obtain some new information about Anosov 
diffeomorphisms: Let F: M -+ M be a diffeomorphism on a compact finite 
dimensional manifold M, and let DF: TM --, TM bc the derivative acting 
on the tangent bundle TM. Then F is defined to be an Anosov diffcomorphism 
if there is a splitting of the tangent bundle into a continuous Whitney sum 
TJ3 = .4p .-L % such that DF: 9 + ,(f is contracting and DF: 43 + 5? is 
expanding [l9]. Let F be a diffeomorphism with the property that the collec- 
tion of minimal compact invariant subsets of M is dense (e.g., the periodic 
points of F may be dense). We show (Section 7) that F is an Anosov 
diffeomorphism iff the vectors in the zero section of TM are the only vectors 
which remain bounded under repeated applications of DF and (DF)-l. 
This last condition is equivalent to requiring that the zero section is an 
isolated invariant set for the discrete flow generated by DF.’ 
2. STATEMENT OF RFSULTS 
Recall that if W is a topological space and 3 is a topological group, then a 
flow non W is a continuous mappings: W X J -+ W satisfying rr(w, 0) = w 
and n(m(w, t), s) -=: .rr(w, t + s), where 0 is the identity in 3 and + the 
rule of composition in 3. We will be concerned only with 3 = R, the 
reals, or J -= 2, the integers. For B C W, A C 3, let n(B, A) denote 
(,I {x(w, 1): w E B, t E A}. 
If W = X x Y is a product space, then a skew-product jaw is a pair 
of flows w X x Y x 3 + X x Y and u: Y x 3 -+ Y such that 
4x, Y, t) = o?+, Y, t), 4% t)), 
1 WC would like to thank Richard McGehee for some helpful comments and 
suggestions. 
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i.e., the following diagram commutes 
XxYx3 4XxY 
1 mid 1 P yx3 - Y, 
(2.1) 
where p is projection onto the second factor and id is the identity on 3. 
[The skew-product flow is appropriate for studying nonlinear time-varying 
ordinary differential equations .+ = f(x, t) (cf. [14, 16, 18]).] 
In the case X is a normed linear space, then a skew-product flow is said 
to be linear if for each (y, t) E Y x J, the mapping x -+ p)(x, y, t) = @(y; t)x 
is a bounded linear transformation on X. Moreover, from the definition of a 
flow> ddX,Y, t>, 4% t>, -q = x for all (x, y, t) E X X Y X 3, i.e., 
@(o(y, t); - t) @(y ; t) = I, the identity. Similarly, v(p(x, U( y, t), - r), y, t) = x 
implies @(y; t) @(o(y, t); -t) = I, and thus O(y, t): X -+ X is a linear 
homeomorphism. We shall assume throughout that X is an inner product 
space of finite dimension n, i.e., X = Rn or C”, and that Y is a compact 
metric space. (Although by using generalized sequences or filters in Y 
we could assume Y to be a compact HausdortI space.) 
The prototype for a linear skew-product flow is the flow generated by 
a linear differential system 
.e 4th (2.4 
where A belongs to some space W of n x n matrix-valued functions with 
a topology such that the translation mapping u: Q? x R --f ad is continuous 
where 
a(A, T) =: A 7 and A,(t) = A(t + T). (2.3) 
For example, a can be the space of continuous function from R to R”” 
with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of R. Let 
Y be a translation-invariant subset of O!, i.e., u maps Y x R onto Y. For 
example, Y may be the hull H(A) of a point A E O?, where 
H(A) = cl{A,: TE R}. (2.4) 
We then have the linear skew-product flow (rr, u) where 
x:XxYxR--+,%-x1 
is given by x(x0, A, T) 1 (~(xs , A, T), AT), where ~(x,, , A, r) is the solution 
of the initial value problem 
et = A(t)x, 40) = 43 , 
at time 7. 
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The compactness assumption on Y will be fulfilled, for example, when 
A(t) is a Bohr almost-periodic function [18]. (See Section 4 for other examples 
of spaces yielding nontrivial compact invariant subspaces Y.) Also see 
Section 3 for an interpretation of the hypotheses and conclusions of our 
theorems in terms of Eq. (2.2). 
Let (x, u) be a linear skew-product flow on X x Y and define the hull 
ff(y) C Y, Y 6 Y, by 
H(y) = cl{a(y, t): t E S}, 
the bounded (solution) set, 
W = {(x, y) E X x Y: 11 p)(x, y, t)ll is bounded uniformly in t}, 
the stable set, 
Y = {(x, y) E X X Y: 11 p(x, y, t)ll + 0 as t + $ co}, 
the unstable set, 
42 = {(x, y) E X x Y: 11 p(x, y, t)!) -+ 0 as t + -co} 
and the sections, 
9yy) = {x E x: (x, y) E Y}, 
Q(y) = {x E x: (x, y) E 42}. 
Since ~(x, y, t) is linear in 3c, we see that 9’(y) and 9(y) are linear subspaces 
of X. Furthermore, one has 9’ n Q C 9?. 
In order to motivate our main result, let us note that if a linear equation 
(2.2) with periodic coefficients admits an exponential dichotomy, then the 
set a is trivial, 
*g = (0) x Y, (2.5) 
i.e., the only bounded solution v is the null solution v = 0. By Floquet’s 
Theorem, this condition is also seen to be sufficient for the existence of a 
dichotomy. For more general coefficients A(t), Floquet’s Theorem is not 
available but we show that (2.5) is still sufficient for the existence of an 
exponential dichotomy under some mild conditions on Y. Our main result 
(Theorem 3) will include the case where the coefficient matrix A(t) is con- 
stant, or periodic in t, or even Bohr almost-periodic in t. In addition to 
the dichotomy, we are able to derive many of the properties of 9’(y) and 
e(y) that follow from Floquet’s theorem in the periodic case. 
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THEOREM I. Assume Y is compact and ~8 = {0} x I;. Then 
(I) .Y and G& are closed subsets of X x Y. 
(II) There exist constants K 2 I, (I > 0 such that for all (x, y) E Y, one 
has 
11 yo(, y, t)li < K ;: x :i e- I~, 
and for all (x, y) E 9, one has 
t 13 0, 
/; ~J(x, y, t)l ,< K i x !’ e”, t < 0. 
(III) The dimensions dim Y(y) and dim e’(y) are upper semicontinuous 
functions ofy. Inparticular, dim .9’(z) > dim 9’(y) and dim S(z) > dim 4?(y) 
for each y E Y and all z E H(y). 
Remark I. Since B = (0) x Y, it follows from (I) that the “angle” 
between the subspaces 9(y) and 9/(y) is uniformly bounded away from 
zero, i.e., there is an E > 0 such that for all y E Y, x E .5“(y), and 5 E S(y), 
one has 
Remark 2. From (III) it follows that if for some y,, E Y, dim Y(y,) = k 
and dim %(y,,) = G with k -1 L = n, then for all y E H(y,) one has 
dim 9’(y) = k and dim e’(y) -= t. 
Remark 3. If Y is a compact minimal set, then, since H(y) = H(z) z Y 
for any y and z E Y, it follows from (III) that 9’(y) and ‘Z%(y) have constant 
dimension for y E Y; and this happens whcthcr or not 9’(y) + e’(y) spans X 
for some y. 
In this case, for constant dimension, one can obtain even more information. 
It is clear apriori that dim 9’(y) + d im S(y) < n, since .V(y) n 9/(y) = (0). 
The main thrust of the next theorem is that if either .9(y) or G?(y) has 
constant dimension over all of Y, then so does the other and they span X 
at each y (whether or not Y is minimal). By contrast, we first consider 
the following 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the real scalar equation 
k = (tan- l t)x. 
Here, a(t) = tan-l t E 67, the space of continuous functions from R - R 
with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets. Clearly, 
H(a) = {--n/2, 7r/2, tan-i(t + 7): r E R) 
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is a compact subset in a, in fact H(a) is a Jordan arc. By our previous 
discussion, we have a linear skew-product flow on X x Y where X = R, 
Y = H(a), and one can easily see that 
A? :.I (0) x Y, 9 = x x {-n/2}, ‘)/ = x x {77/2}. 
Therefore, dim 9’(-7r/2) = 1 --_ dim @(r/2) while dim :Y(y) = 0 and 
dim 91(y) = 0 for other points y E Y. 
DEFINITION. For each y E Y, let V(y) denote a linear subspace of X. 
We shall say that V(y) varies contirzuousfy with y if for any sequence {yn} 
in Y with y,, -+ y one has A,, -* A in the Hausdorff topology [6], where 
A,, and A denote the closed unit balls in l’(m) and V(y), respectively. 
Of course, if V(y) varies continuously with y on a connected space Y, then 
it follows that dim V(y) is constant over I’. 
Remark 4. In Lemma 7, we will show that if .Y(y) has constant dimension 
over Y, then 9’(y) varies continuously with y, with a similar statement 
valid for e(y). 
THEOREM 2. Assume that Y is compact, B = : (0) x Y, and that there is 
un integer k such that dim 9’(y) = k for all y E Y. Then the following hold 
(IV) 9’(y) + X(y) : X and dim 9(y) -I- dim Q(y) = n for ally E Y. 
(V) y(y) and %(y) wary continuously withy. Moreooer, zf P( y): X + X 
is the projection with range 9’(y) and null space ‘B(y), then P(y) is a continuous 
function of y in the operator norm. 
(VI) Y and S are cector bundles over Y (with fiber R” and Rn-k (or @” 
and Cn-k)) and X x I’ = Y + a’, a Whitney sum. 
(III) Let K 2 I and OL > 0 be given by Theorem I. Then 
I @(y; t) P(y) @p-‘(y; s)l < Kea(s-t), s d 4 
I @(y; t)[Z - P(y)] @-‘(y; s)I < Keil(f-s), t < s. 
Moreover, the same conclusions hold if we assume that L = dim S(y) is constant 
iny. 
In view of Remark 3, we may state our main result: 
THEOREM 3. Assume that Y is a compact minimal set and that B = 
{0} x Y. Then all seven conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 are valid. 
Remark 4. Assume that Y is compact and S? = (0) x Y and define 
Y(Y) = dim 9’(y) + dim e(y). It then follows from Theorem 1 that 
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v(y) < Y(Z) for any y E Y and for all z E H(y). Furthermore, it follows 
from Theorem 2 that if for some y E Y one has v(y) < dim X, then there 
is a .z E H(y) such that v(y) < V(Z). The point z must lie in the limit set 
L, = (Yy u W” . 
What happens if Y is not minimal ? In this case, one can conclude that 
there is a closed invariant subset P which contains all the minimal sets 
and such that for the restricted flow on X x 9, the conclusions of Theorems I 
and 2 are valid. In particular, we have the following 
THEOREM 4. Assume that Y is compact and a -.- (0) x Y. For k = 
0, l,..., n, dejne 
Y, = {y E Y: dim .V(y) = k and dim 4(y) = n - k] 
and P = (J:f_, Y, . Then each Y, is a closed invariant set for the flow 
U: Y x 3 - Y and every minimal set of Y lies in P. Define 
.9 :- {(x, y) E 9: y E 27}, 
vi :: {(x, y) E 42: y E P). 
Then the se-ven conclusibns of Theorems 1 and 2 are valid for the restricted 
jloz on X x P where .p and 4 now replace 9’ and @, respectively. 
Remark 6. Since the Y, are closed and mutually disjoint, it is clear 
that every component of P lies in one and only one Y, . As a consequence, 
we have the following 
COROLLARY. Assume that 2’ is compact and connected and ii? : (0) x Y. 
If the collection of minimal sets is dense in Y, then I’ = Y, for some k, and 
the seven conclusions of Theorems I and 2 are valid. 
This corollary has implication concerning Anosov diffeomorphisms on a 
compact manifold. See Section 7. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS 
(a) Interpretation of Theorems 
Let us first consider the hypotheses. For a specific differential system 
.t - A(t)x, (3.1) 
one must consider the hull H(A) defined in (2.4) and set I’ = H(A). The 
formation of H(A) involves a closure operation in a function space O! in 
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which A resides and therefore part of the problem is to find an appropriate 
OT with a topology such that H(A) is compact. In Section 4, we discuss 
several examples of spaces in which H(A) is compact, or compact minimal. 
Once it is known that 1 -: H(A) is compact, one must then consider 
all equations 
k = A(t)x, (3.2) 
where 2 E Y (recall that A E H(A)). Now (x,, , A) E X x Y gives rise to a 
solution T(.x~, A, t) of the initial value problem (3.2), X(O) = x0. If 
1 &Q,, A, t)i’ < M < 00 for all t E R and AZ a constant, then by definition 
of 5?, (x0, A) E 99. Thus the hypothesis ~8 = (0) x Y means that for each 
Eq. (3.2), only the trivial solution is bounded for all time. 
For AE H(A), the operator @(A; t) =-. Q(t) is just the fundamental 
solution operator of (3.2) satisfying @(A, 0) : I. Thus Theorem 2 tells us 
that there is a projection P = P(A) giving us the exponential dichotomy 
for (3.2) 
[ @Z(t) P@-‘(s)1 < ZG?+1), s < t, 
and 
1 @((t)[Z - P] V(S)! < K&l-“), t < s. 
The theorem goes further to say that K and OL do not depend on the choice 
of A and that P and 0 depend continuously on AE Y. 
(b) The Inhomogeneous System 
If a linear system 
.t = A(t)x (3.3) 
admits an exponential dichotomy, then this can be used to study the 
asymptotic behavior of the inhomogeneous system 
ji = A(t)x + g(t). (3.4) 
For example, if g E Lm, then 
cp(t) = j;m @(A; t) P(A) @-‘(A; s)g(s) ds 
- s cc @(A; t)[Z - P(A)] @-‘(A; s) g(s) ds t 
is the unique bounded solution of (3.4). 
Implications of this type can be reversed provided one makes suitable 
assumptions about (3.4). For example, assume A(t) is Bohr almost-periodic 
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and that for every g EZ,=, there is a solution v of (3.4) in L”. In the language 
of Massera and Schaffer [I 11, this means that the pair (Lw, L”) is admissible. 
It then follows that the homogeneous system (3.3) admits an exponential 
dichotomy [I 1, Chap. IO]. 
To compare our results with those of Massera and Schaffer, let us assume 
that the hull M(A) is a compact set and for every AE H(A), there is a locally 
I,‘-function p such that the equation 
2 = A(+ + E(t) (3.5) 
has a unique bounded solution. Then, by superposition, it follows that (3.2) 
has a unique bounded solution (namely x 4 0), i.e., &’ = (0) x H(A). If, 
in addition, H(A) is minimal, then by Theorem 3 each equation ;i = A(t)x 
admits an exponential dichotomy (in particular, (3.3) does). 
This type of argument offers some improvement over the techniques of 
hlassera and Schaffer. It says that rather than checking for a bounded solution 
of (3.4) for each function g in the inseparable Banach space Lm, it suffices 
to verify that for each AE H(A), there is an ~EEL~~~ such that (3.5) admits 
a unique bounded solution. This reduces an infinite dimensional problem 
(g EL”) to a compact problem (AE H(A)), but now we must demand the 
uniqueness of the bounded solution of (3.5). 
(c) Stability Theory 
In the language of skew-product flows, the null solution of (3.1) is 
asymptotically stable if .Y’(A) --- X, i.c., for all x E X, p)(x, A, t) -+ 0 as 
t -+ co. The null solution of (3.1) . IS uniformly stable if there is a v > 0 
such that if 7 > 0 and 11 ~(x, A, T)II ~2 V, then I p)(x, A, 7 T t)ll < I for all 
t 2: 0. It is not difficult to show that if Y is compact minimal and for one 
A E Y the null solution of (3.1) is uniformly stable, then for every AE Y 
the null solution of (3.2) is uniformly stable [16]. Moreover, for any AE Y, 
one then has 
/ F+, -4 t) I G (l/d II x II (3.6) 
for all t 3 0. Clearly, (3.6) implies the null solution of (3.2) is uniformly 
stable. (Compare (3.6) with Lemma 5 in Section 5). 
In 1962, W. Hahn [7] posed the problem of whether asymptotic stability 
implies uniform stability for linear equations (3.1) with almost-periodic 
coefficients. C. C. Conley and R. K. Miller [4] gave a negative answer to 
this by constructing a scalar equation i = a(t)x with the property that 
every solution p)(t) - 0 as t l 00, but the null solution is not uniformly 
stable. 1,etting Y = H(a) and X =- R, we see that Y(a) L X and Y is a 
compact minimal set. If conclusion (II) of Theorem I were valid with 
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.Y -.: X x Y, then the null solution would be uniformly stable. Thus, the 
one remaining hypothesis of Theorem 1, namely Z@ -- (0) x Y, must fail. 
Hence, there is an equation i = a(i)x with a”~ Y and an x,, f- 0 such that 
(X” > a”) E 9, i.e., supleR / P(.Q , a’, t)ll is finite. 
In response to the problem of Hahn, if 99 = (0) x II(A), then asymptotic 
stability for any one equation (3.2) d oes imply not only uniform stability 
but also asymptotic stability for all the equations since .V - X x H(A) 
by Theorem 3. Furthermore, statcmcnt (VII) implies an exponential decay 
in 9, which means that the null solution is exponentially asymptotically 
stable [I, 161. 
4. EXAMPLES OF COMPACT COEFFICIENT SPACES Y 
Let us consider a linear skew-product flow generated (SW Section 2) by 
a linear system of differential equations 
where A(.) belongs to a function space a of matrix-valued functions. In 
this section, we present a number of examples of spaces 02 whose topologies 
are such that (a) the mapping o: a x R + 02 defined in (2.3) is continuous 
and (b) the hull H(A) C a defined in (2.4) is compact for some appro- 
priately chosen A. The question of whether H(A) is a minimal set of the 
flow D is, in general, more difficult to answer. We refer the reader to [2] 
for a general discussion of this question. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let a be the collection of all continuous matrix-valued 
functions (real or complex) with the topology of uniform convergence on 
compact subsets. If A E OT is bounded and uniformly continuous on R, then 
II(A) is compact and, in particular, if A is Bohr almost-periodic, then 
H(A) is a minimal compact invariant subset of CZ [18]. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let GZ denote the collection of all matrix-valued functions 
A(t) that are Bohr almost-periodic in t, and let GZ have the topology of 
uniform convergence on all of R. Then for any A E G!!, H(A) is a compact 
minimal set [18]. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let UZP denote the collection of all matrix-valued functions 
.4(t) such that each component a,j(t) is in I&(R), I < p < CO, and let aC, 
have the metric topology defined by 
~(4 4 = f 344, B), 
k-21 
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where 
P&% B) = mm i,i 
(1-1 1 Uij(f) - b&)1” dfyp. 
If a given A E 02 satisfies the additional properties: 
(i) There is a B > 0 such that 
I 
o1 1 aij(7 + t)lpdt < B 
for all i, j and T E R and 
(ii) For every E > 0, there is a y > 0 such that 
I 
v+l 
I uij(T + f, - aij(f)lp df d E y 
for all Y E R and for all 1 ‘I 1 < y, then H(A) is compact [17, p. 1331. 
&AMPLE 5. Let a be the collection 0, of Example 4 with the following 
topology: A,-+ A iff si A,(s) ds - si A(s) ds uniformly on compact subsets 
of R. If A E & is bounded and si A(s) ds is bounded, then H(A) is compact 
(cf. [9, 201). 
Finally, we discuss an example in which H(A) is a compact subset of a 
nonmetrizable Hausdorff space. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let aD be the collection of Example 4 having the following 
topology: For I C R and WC R”, let C(I, W) be all continuous functions 
F: I --f W with the supremum norm. A (generalized) sequence Aj converges 
to A iff for every compact interval I C R, every compact WC R”, and every 
compact KC C(I, W), there exists a real number r and a sequence <j -+ 0 
such that 
sup I ;i A&) x(t) - A(t) x(t)1 y dt < cjp, s(.kK I 
and for all intervals 1 C I and x(m) E C(I, W) one has 
I 
l/P 
1’ A,(t) x(t) - A(t) x(t) 1” dt < rP(l) + 4 s 
where p is Lebesgue measure [12, pp. 19-201. This topology on ap is not 
metrizable. Now suppose some A E aC, satisfies (i) in Example 4 together 
with the following: 
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(iii) For every piecewise continuous x(.): R + Rn and every c > 0 
there is a y > 0 such that 
1 
Vtl 
!I A(t - T) x(t - T) - A(t) x(t)lj” dt < E 
-Y 
for all Y E R and ( T , < y. Then H(A) is compact [12, Theorem IIS]. 
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 T,IROUGH 4 
Throughout this section we will adopt, without further reference, the 
STANDING HYPOTHESES. X is a real or complex n-dimensional inner product 
space (n $nite), Y is compact, and 9? -. (0) x Y. 
LEMMA 1. Let KC X x Y be compact, and let (xk , yk) E K be a sequence 
with limit, (xk , yk) - (x, y). 
(I ) I’ there exist t, + + m such that X(X~ , yr , [0, tk]) C K for all k, then 
(x, 7’) E ,Y. 
(2) If there exist t,’ --* -co such that n(xk ,yk , [II;‘, 01) C K for all k, 
then (x, y) E @. 
(3) Z’ both conditions (1) and (2) are met, then x = 0. 
Proof. Clearly in part (I) one has ~(x, y, R+) C K, since K is closed. 
By compactness of K, the w-limit set w(x, y) C K, and since w(x,v) C 99, 
we set that Ij q(x, y, t)ll -+ 0 as t - co, which proves (1). The proof of 
part (2) is similar and part (3) follows since .Y n V CS9 =-: (0) x Y. 
Q.E.D. 
Now let us define 
A -- {(x, y) E .Y: 11 q~(x, y, t),l < 1 for all t > O}. 
LEMMA 2. A is a compact subset of X x Y. 
Proof. Since A C K = {(x, y) E X x Y: I x 11 < I} and K is compact, it 
will suffice to show that A is closed. Thus, let (xk , yk) E A, with (xk , yk) - 
(x, y). By the continuity of q~, it is clear that ,I p)(x, y, t)ll < 1 for t > 0. 
Since q(xk , yk , [0, k]) C K, it follows from Lemma 1 that (x, y) E 9. Hence, 
(x, Y) E A. 
Remark 7. Lemma 2 is true for nonlinear flows even in the case non- 
trivial bounded orbits exist, provided the invariant set (0) x Y is maximal 
in a certain sense [ 131. 
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Lemmas I and 2 have the following useful consequence: 
LEMMA 3. Let h be given, 0 < A < 1. Then there cannot exist a sequence 
(xk , yk) E A and times t, - L 03 such that II q~(x, , yk , tk)‘l 3 X. 
Proof. Assume this is false. \Ve define (fk , nk) = +xk , yk , t,J. Then 
11 fk I 3 h. Choosing a subsequence we have (fk, Q) -* (f, 7) E A C .Y. 
Furthermore, 11 6 1 > /\ and r(fk , qk , [-t, , 01) C A. From Lemma I, 
(5,~) E %!. But 9 n ‘1G C: 99 7 (0) x Y implies I/ [II = 0. 
LEMMA 4. Let (x, y) E A be chosen such that (0x, y) 4 A whenever fI > 1. 
Then there is a 7 = 7(x, y) 3 0 such that II ~(x, y, T)!! =- 1. 
Proof. First we note that for any (x, y) E Y, there is a T > 0 such that 
II d-T Y, dll = “UP{!. 9-k y, t)l : t 2 01. (5.1) 
Since v is linear in x we have 
y>f: II Q(h Y, t) II = I 0 I SUP II dx, Y, a 
/ f>O 
Kow if (x, y) satisfies the hypothesis, then for any 8 > 1 one has 
0 SUP I, +,Y, t) I A SUP ;: dex,~, t)i! > 1, 
120 t>0 
and therefore sup I ~(x, y, t)li 2 I. But (x, y) E A implies sup II ~(x, y, t),l < 1. 
Hence with r given by (5. I), we have :! IJJ(X, y, r)II : 1. 
LEMMA 5 (Uniform Stability). There is a v, 0 < v < I, such that if 
(x, y) E Y and I x Ii < v, then (x, y) E A. 
PYOO~. If this were false, then there exists a sequence (xk , yk) E .Y’ such 
that jj xp ;I -+ 0 and (xk , yr) 4 A. Define & by I/& = supIao :I 9(x,, yk , t):I. 
Then 0 < & < I, and by the linearity of v, (&xk, yk) E A. However, 
(0&x,, yk) 4 A whenever 0 > I. By Lemma 4, there are times rk > 0 
such that j, p(hpx, , yk , Tk)ii = 1. Since II h,x, 11 < ,/ xk jl + 0, it follows from 
the continuity of v that 7k - 4-a. But this contradicts Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 6. There is a T E 3, 1’ :> 0, such that for any (x, y) E 9’ one has 
I/ &,Y, t)ll G (l/2) II x II 
for all t 2 T. (Note that T does not depend on (x, y).) 
Proof. If this were false, then there exist times t, + + CO and (xk , yk) E .Y 
such that :i q(xr, yk , tk)!I > (l/2) II xk !I. By the linearity of I, we may 
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assume that 11 xlc 11 = Y, where Y is given in Lemma 5. Then (xk , yk) E A 
and I( p(xR ,yk , tk)ll > (1/2)v, contradicting Lemma 3. 
Proof of Theorem 1 
We shall prove the three assertions for 9’ and note that the proofs for ‘B 
are similar. 
Proof of I 
In order to show that Y is closed, let (xI; , ylr) E Y have limit (x, y). If 
x : -- 0, then clearly (x, y) E 9. If x # 0, then for 0 = v/(2 (’ x II), where v 
is given in Lemma 5, we have (0x, , yk) E A for all k sufficiently large. Since 
A is closed, (0x, , yk) + (0x,y) E A, and it follows that (x, y) E 9. 
Proof of II 
Let T be given by Lemma 6. Define a and K by aT = log 2 and 
K = P7‘ sup{II p)(x, y, t)l,: (x, y) E 9, II x 11 = 1 and 0 < i < T}. 
Arguing inductively, consider the statements 
I! p(x, y, t)l, < K ,I x II e--“(j-l uT C5e2)j 
uniformly for y E Y, x E .Y(y), and t E [jT, (j + 1)T). From the definitions 
of K and OL and the linearity of 9, we see that (5.2), is true. Assuming (5.2)j , 
we now verify (5*2)j+l . Let y E Y and x E 9’(y) be arbitrarily chosen. 
Define yj = o(y, jT) and xj = dx, y, jT). Then (xi , yj) E 9, and from 
Lemma 6 we have II v(Xj ,yj , s)ll < (l/2) II xj II if T < s < 2T. I’Gow 
q(Xj , yj , S) =: cp(x, y, jT + s), and by letting t = jT + s, we have, for 
(j-b I)T<t<(j+2)T, 
!I F(X, y, t)ll < (1 PI II dx, y, jT)l: < (1 /W ,I x II e-*(ji-lJT, 
which is precisely (5.2)j+1. Finally, given t > 0, pick j so that jT < t < 
(j + 1)T. Then, from (5.2)j, one has 
11 p(x, y, t)ll < K 1; x II e-a(j+l)T < K II x 11 ecat. 
Proof of III 
Let z E Y and yj E Y a sequence with yj -+ z. Define 
k = lim sup dim sP(yj). 
j-em 
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Choose a subsequence, again call it yj , such that dim .Y’(yj) = k. Choose 
next an orthonormal basis {e,‘,..., epj} in each section .Y’(yj). Again by 
passing to a subsequence, we may assume that erj -+ ji ,..., ekj -+ jk. Since 
9’ is closed, the set {jr ,..., jJ C 9(z) and is clearly an orthonormal set. 
Thus dim 9’(z) 2: K, i.e., dim .Y(y), is upper semicontinuous at z. U.E.D. 
Recall the definition preceding Theorem 2 in Section 2. 
LEMMA 7. Assume there is an integer k such that dim 9’(y) = k for all 
y E Y. Then Y(y) varies continuously with y. Similarly, zj there is a / such 
that W(y) -: (! for ally E Y, then q(y) caries continuously with y. 
Proof. We shall prove this for 9’(y). The proof for @(y) is similar. 
Let yj E 1. with yj + y, and let d, and d denote the closed unit balls in 
.V(yj) and .5“(y), respectively. We must show that given l > 0, there is 
an N such that i 2 N implies (a) d, C B,(d) and (b) d C B,(d,), where 
B, denotes <-neighborhood. If for some e > 0 (a) fails, then there is a 
subsequence of the dj , again call it A, , and a sequence xj E Aj such that 
the distance d(xj , A) 2 E. Choose a subsequence, call it .rj, such that 
xj ---+ x*. Clearly d(r*, A) 2 E and 0 < 1 x* 11 < 1. But .Y’ is closed and 
therefore .Y* E 9’(y), i.e., .x* E A, a contradiction. 
If for some 6 > 0 (b) fails, then after passing to a subscquencc, there 
is an s E A, s -+ 0, such that d(x, Aj) > c/2. If e,‘,..., ekj is an orthonormal 
set in Aj , then choose subsequences such that e;j + ji E A, i :.: I ,.,., k. The ji 
are clearly an orthonormal set. Then .v -.- xfX, aiji where & 1 ai ‘* < 1, 
and if WC define tj If=, tiieij E A, , then Ej --, s, contradicting the fact 
that d(x, Aj) 2 c/2. 
Proof of Theorem 2 Part (IV) 
To prove this assertion, we will show that 9(y) + a(y) = -y for each 
3’ E Y. Arguing negatively, assume that for some y E Y, 
dim 9(y) + dim O&(y) < n. 
This point y will be fixed for the remainder of the argument. For arbitrary 
7 E Y, define X(7) to be the orthogonal complement of 4(7) + 9’(7), and 
define *f(7) =- .X(7) $- G&(7). Then dim X(y) > 1. For this argument, 
we will first consider the case where X =: R”. The complex case X =- Q=” 
will be discussed in Remark 10, at the end of the argument. 
Denote ~(y, t) by y . t and let Y: X - (0) + X be retraction onto the 
unit sphere given by x --f x/,1 x 11. Let Q,+ X + X be projection with null 
space N(Q,,) = Y(7) and range W(Q,) 2 S(7). For each t E 3, define 
A,: F(y) - *F( y . t) 
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as follows: For I[ x 11 = I, h,(x) = T o Q,.l 0 ~(2, y, t) and in general h,(x) r: 
Ii JE II 4 0 W 
From the linearity of IJI in x and the fact that whenever x E g(y) and 
.r # 0 we have IJI(X, y, t) $ Y(y t), we see that A, is a norm-preserving 
homeomorphism. 
Similarly define vt: Y(y) - Y(y . t) as follows: For II x 1: --= I, v~(x) =-: 
Y c q~(x, y, t) and in general Ye : 11 x :j “f c Y(X) = I 32 IIP)(x, Y, Wll Fix, y, t)ll. 
Finally define pl: X = 9’(y) + P(y) --+ X by pt = Ye @ A, . Then for 
each r E 3, p1 is a homeomorphism which maps 9(y) onto F(y . i) 
and, in particular, carries the unit sphere .ZC S(y) onto the unit sphere 
z, c ,F(y . t). 
For x E X, express x :.- I( -i- v +- w, where II E 9’(y), o E W(y), and 
zc E X(y). Let w,, # 0 be a fixed vector in X(y) and define the half-line 
L+ = {aw,: 0 < OL < al}. 
For 0 < E < 1, define the k-dimensional hemisphere (see Fig. 1). 
so = SO(E) = (x E x: z, = 0, w EL+, !I x II = c} 
and the “half-ball” 
G,=G&={~EX:~==~,WEL+,~~X~~ <c}. 
Then the boundary of G, , in the (k + I)-dimensional hyperspace 
span {9’(y), w,,}, is S,, u r, , where 
r, = r,(E) = {x E s@(y): 11 x 11 ,< cf. 
Note-that S, n 59(y) = r~. We now need two lemmas. 
K(Y) 
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LEMMA 8. There cannot exist sequences {xj} in X and {tj} in 3;, ti + -XI, 
SUch lhd I! Xj Ii < I, !I q(Xj , y, tj)l! < I, and 
‘Yj = SUP{11 p(Xj ) 4’, t) 1: lj ~ t ~ 0) ~ Co. 
Proof of Lemma 
Assume this is false. Then choose (fj, vj) E n(xj , y, [tj , 01) such that 
‘~j 7.. II [j I. (W:e assume that aj > I.) Then x(X, ,y, tj) = m([j , ?j , Sj), 
where tj < sj < 0. Furthermore, s, 4 -co and sj - tj + Loo, since 
Waj- 30, ’ Xj I < I, and 11 v(Xj , y, tj)iI < 1. Set 5,’ tj/aj . We then have 
il tj’ II 1 T T(fj’, ‘7j 9 [sj , 01) C K = {(x, y): x iI < I}, and 
T(5;‘, 7j , [O, Sj - tj]) C K. 
If ([, 7) is an accumulation point of (tj’, 7j), then 11 [ 11 = 1. However from 
Lemma I, [ .- 0, which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 9. There exists T = T(C) < 0 such that 
inf /,v(X,y, T); > 1. 
.cE s,, 
Proof of Lemma 
Arguing negatively, assume there are sequences xj E S, and tj + - 00 
such that 11 q(Xj ,y, tj)lI < 1. Define CY) - SUP~,~~<~ I, v(Xj ,y, t)ll. Since 
I xj :: >G I, it follows from Lemma 8 that there is an m > 0 such that for 
all j, rr(Xj j Y, Ltj Y 01) 1 ies in the compact set {(x, y): 1’ x I < m}. If (x, y) is 
an accumulation point of (xi , y), then from Lemma I, x E e(y). But x E S,, 
and since S, n ,%(y) = .E , we have a contradiction, and the lemma is proved. 
The next part of the proof of Theorem 2(IV) uses a standard topological 
argument involving the intersection of singular chains in R” [l5]. Loosely 
speaking, it shows the following fact, which is illustrated in the accompanying 
figure. Considering the orbit G, of G, as t decreases, we see that S, is mapped 
to ST which, by Lemma 9, lies outside the unit ball. Since r, stays in .Y, 
there is a point at which Z punches through Gr , i.e., there is a point x E G, 
such that ,I p)(x, y, T)I I. 
To make this precise, let {e,“,..., ekP} denote the natural unit basis vectors 
in Rk. The standard simplex d, = [0, elk,..., ekl;] is the point set that is the 
convex hull of the (K + 1) vectors (0, elk’,..., ekk} together with the indicated 
orientation [2l]. In the simplex A,,., :--- [0, e::‘,..., et::], we consider the 
sub-simplex sp : [et+‘,..., e::r: ] which is the point set that is the convex 
hull of the (k + 1) vectors {et+‘,..., et:: } together with the indicated orienta- 
tion. Let /3: d, + sli be the uniquely defined simplicial mapping that sends 
0 .+ eiil and eik + ei$ , i = I,..., k. 
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Now let g,: d,,, + G, C X be a fixed homeomorphism such that the 
restriction 
is a homeomorphism onto r, . Then g, , with the induced orientation from 
A krl T is a singular (oriented) k-simplex [21]. A singular k-chain c is a formal 
(finite) sum of singular k-simplexes. The carrier of a k-chain, carr(c), is the 
point set formed by the images of the mappings defining the chain. Thus 
carr(g,) = G, . 
Recall that the boundary operator Z maps k-chains into (k - 1) chains, 
and we can express ag, as 
%o = Yo + & , 
where y. = go 0 j3 and 2, is a (k - I)-chain with carr(&) = So . 
Define the k-chain g,: A,,, - X, where g,(t) = P;’ 0 dgo(5), Y, t), and 
let G, = carr(g,). Also define a (k - 1) chain yl: A, --+ X by y1 = g, 0 /3, i.e., 
~~(7) = p;’ 0 &vo(~), y, t). Then ag, == yr -!- g’! where carr( it) = S, and 
carr(y,), = r, (see Fig. 1). 
Finally, let D be the unit ball in F(y) with boundary Z, and let 
0~: A,,-, + D be a homeomorphism of the standard n - k simplex onto D. 
Then carr(&) = Z. 
For e > 0, let T = T(E) < 0 be chosen as in Lemma 9. Then from Lemma 9 
and the norm-preserving property of pr 1 F(y) we have 2 n Sr = 0. 
We next show that or and y. are homotopic maps. (This is true even if 
the group 3 acting on X x Y is the integers.) Since carr(y,) C P’(y), one has 
YT(T) = P? 0 ~bo(d, Y, T) 
= G’ 0 d~o(dl Y, T) 
dd~oh),~, Thy . T, -?‘I 
= " dye(7)' y' T)ll 11 &&,o(7), y, T), y . T, - T)'I 
= II P(Yo(~), Y, VI 3/0(7)/ll yo(7) I. 
ForO<s< l,defineF(s,T):d,+Xby 
F(s, T)(7) = Pil ~YO(~),Y, T)ll/ll YOGI!) + (1 - ~11 YO(~). 
Now F is clearly continuous, F(l, T) = yr , and F(0, T) = y. . Since the 
deformation takes places in y(y) and D C .F(y), we see that for 0 < s < 1, 
carr(&) n carr(F(s, T)) = 0 
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and 
carr(a) n carr(Z(s, T)) = ,“. 
Wc claim that Gr n Z / O. \Ve shall prove this by using the concept 
of the intersection number for singular chains [15]. Let us briefly review 
the essential features of this theory. Two singular chains c1 and cp in X 
are said to have complementary dimension if c1 is a k-chain and c? is an 
/-chain where k + / = dim X =- n. The intersection number, which we 
shall denote by (cl , c,;, is defined for any two chains of complementary 
dimension. Furthermore, this number satisfies the following five properties: 
(I) (3, yU> = L I, where the sign depends on orientation. 
(2) If carr(c,) n carr(cB) :..: :3, then (ct , cq) = 0. 
(3) <Cl f c2 > cn> = cc1 , c3) :. cc:! , f:J. 
(4) (c, ae) = (--I)“(&, e), where c is a k-chain and e an n - k $ I 
chain. 
(5) (Invariance under homotopy). For s in the interval [0, I], let c, and c,’ 
be continuous families of chains of complementary dimension such that 
carr(c,J n carr(&,s’) = z and carr(&,J n carr(c,‘) ;= 3. Then <c,, , co’) .- 
{c, , c,‘,, for all s in I. 
Since carr(a) n carr( &) = D n S, = a, we see that (OL, 2,; := 0 by (2). 
Hence 
:.::.(2cu,gr;’ =-:: (1, 2gT) - : (a, yT: -1. (a,&) 
= (CL, yr) = (a, yo) :- *1. 
Hence (2) implies that carr(&) n carr(g,) = Z n G, + >:. 
Since G, n 2 +f E, where T T(E), there exists an .Y = ~(6) E G, such 
that v(.z,y, T) E Zr C .7(y T). By taking a sequence cj -.+ 0 and setting 
xi - x(cj), tj = T(cj), we see that / p(xj ,y, t,);’ -- I and since xj + 0, WC‘ 
get t, --+ -co. Lemma 8 implies that there exists an ,M > 0 such that 
SUP p(.Yj ,y, t)l < ill. 
t,<tin 
Setting .yj’ == ?(xj ,y, ij), we see that +lr,‘,y . t, , [0, -. tJ) lies in the 
compact set {(x, y): 11 x II < M}, and thus, by Lemma 1, if (x*, y”) is an 
accumulation point of (x,‘, y . tj), then (xx, y*) E 9, i.e., xX E 9(y*). 
Clearly 1 .v* I! = I. If A, and A denote unit balls in 9’(y . tj) and .cP(y*), 
respectively, then we showed in Lemma 7 that Aj --+ A in the Hausdorff 
sense. But since xj’ E S(y . tj), we have the distance d(x,‘, Aj) > 6 for some 
6 > 0 and all j which implies d(x*, A) ;c 6, contradicting the fact that 
x* E A. (See Remark I). 
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Remark 9. We did not use fully the assumption that dim 9’(y) be 
constant for all y E Y. It would have sufficed to assume only that dim Y(z) 
is constant for all z E H-(y) = cl{o(y, t): t < 0). In this case, one would 
conclude that 9’(z) + 42(z) = X for all z E H(y). Similarly, if one has 
dim ‘42(z) constant for all z E H-(y) = cl{o(y, t): t > 0}, one gets the same 
conclusion. 
Remark 10. In the complex case X = 0, one has Y(y) g @‘; (g Rzk). 
The argument then proceeds as before with A, and A,,, replaced by the 
simplexes A,, and A,,+l , respectively. 
Proof of (V) 
It follows from (IV) that both Y(y) and 4%(y) have constant dimension 
over Y, and therefore Lemma 7 implies that 9’(y) and a(y) vary continuously 
withy. In order to show that the projection P(y): X + A’, with range ?Y(y) 
and null space 92(y), varies continuously in the operator norm, it will suffice 
to show that for each x,) E X with 11 x,, 1 = I, one has P(y,& + P(y)q, 
for every convergent sequence yn + y. (Sate that we use the finite dimen- 
sionality of X here.) 
Let yj E Y with yj +y. For each i, express x,, = uj A- zj , where 
uj E 9(yj) and zj E %(yj). Then 11 uj ,I < B for some B. Since 9’ is closed, 
9’ n {(x, y): ,I x !I < B} is compact. Consequently, there is a convergent 
subsequence uj’ + u E 9’(y). Clearly, then wj’ --- x - uj’ + z: E %(y) and 
X” II -t ZI. In fact, the entire sequence uj converges to u and vj converges 
to v. For if there is a subsequence ui* with limit I(* f II, then for v* 7 
x-u*wehavex-:-=u+v-u”+v*, contradicting the unique representa- 
tion of vectors x. Now P(yj)xu = uj -b u = P(y)xo . 
PYOOf of (VI) 
Note that Y C X x I’ is a vector bundle over Y with fiber RL (or P) 
if for each y E Y there is an open neighborhood G C Y, y E G, such that 
{(x, y) E 9’: y E G) (7 p-l(G) n .Y . IS omeomorphic to R” x G (or Q=” x G) h 
and the homeomorphism is linear in the x variable (see Section 7). We will 
treat the real case and note that the complex case is similar. 
Let z E Y, and let {el ,..., et) and {I1 ,..., fi} be orthonormal bases in 
Y(z) and 4?(z), respectively. By the continuity of P(y), we may choose 
an open set G containing z such that y E G implies that 
are bases for 9’(y) and +2(y), respectively, where Q(y) = I - P(y). 
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It follows that any x E X can be written uniquely as 
where 
and 
wv) =I Bdr)Q(r)fl + ... + Bdr)Q(r)h - 
Clearly, this decomposition defines a continuous one-to-one mapping 
Y’: X x G + R” x R1 x G, 
where 
YX,Y) = MYL %(Yh MYh-9 A(r); Y)- 
If we define the restricted mappings h and g by 
h = Y I p-‘(G) n 9, g = Y[p(G)n+Y, 
then 
and 
h: p-l(G) n .‘/‘+ Rk x (0) x G 
g: p-‘(G) n t2’ -+ {0} x R’ x G 
are homeomorphisms howing that Y and 92 are vector bundles. The mapping 
Y shows that X x Y = .Y + 42, i.e., X x Y is the Whitney sum of Y 
and 9~. 
Proof of (VII) 
Let s and t be given, s < t, and choose y E Y. If 2 E @(y; S) P’(y), then 
P(y) @-‘(y; s)Z = @-‘(y, s)Z and from Theorem l(I1) we get 
I: WY, 2) P(Y) WY; 92 II = I: @MY, 4; 1 - 42 II 
= 11 ql(?;, o(y, s), t - s)ll < K 11 211 e-a(t-s). 
For 2 E @(y, S) e(y), one has P(y) @-‘(y; s)S =.- 0. Since @(y; S) is in- 
vertible, one has @(y; S) P’(y) ? @(y; S) @l(y) == X, and thus if x E X, 
x -1. ji: + 2 chosen as above. Then II .? II < 1 x I and 
11 qy, t) P(y) a-‘(y; s)x I < K ‘I f I] cR(1-r) 
< K 11 x 11 6+-t). 
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By taking the supremum over 11 x I = I we obtain the first estimate of 
(VII). The second is similarly obtained. 
Proof of Theorem 3 
This now follows directly from Theorems 1 and 2 together with Remark 3. 
Proof of Theorem 4 
The hypotheses of Theorem I are clearly satisfied here. It is also clear 
that each Y, is invariant. From Theorem 3 it follows that each minimal 
set in Y is contained in precisely one I’, . From the upper semicontinuity 
of dim .y(y) and dim e’(y) established in Theorem I, we see that each 
Y, is also closed. Thus, Theorem 2 applies to the flow restricted to each 
X x Y, . Since X x P : (JF=, X x Y, , we see that the seven conclusions 
of Theorems I and 2 hold for the restricted flow on X x 5’. 
Remark 1 I. Note that the dimension of the fiber ~-r(y) n .q may change 
as y ranges over P. 
6. A CONVERSE THEOREM 
We now turn to the converse of Theorems 1-4. WC shall say that the 
linear skew-product flow (rr, u) admits a weak dichotomy at y E Y with (h; P, Q) 
if there exists a function h: 3 + R+ and projections P, Q: X 4 X such that 
h(t) + 0 as t 4 +co, (6.1) 
dim 9(P) r dim Z+?(Q) = dim X, (6.2) 
! qy; t) P@-‘(y; s)! < x(t - s), s <> _ t, (6.3) 
I @(y; t)QV(y; s)] < h(s - t), t < s. (6.4) 
Remark 12. A special case of a weak dichotomy occurs when Q = I - P. 
In this case, the linear spaces W(P) and W(Q) have trivial intersection. 
LEMMA IO. Assume that Y is compact and that (n, u) admits a weak 
dichotomy at y with (h; P, Q). Then for every r E 3, (n, u) admits a weak 
dichotomy at y . T with (h; P, , QT), where 
P, = qy; T) m-‘(y; T), 
8, = @P(y; T)Q@-‘(Y; T). 
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Furthermore, for all x E .9(P,), one has 
I; tp(x,y . 7, t)li < I: x II x(t), t ;c 0, (6.5) 
and for all x E W(Q,), one has 
II d&Y . 7, t)li < I! 32 IIx(-t), t -< 0. (6.6) 
Proof. It follows from the group property of T that @(y . 7; t) = 
@(y; T + t) P(y; T). Hence 
; qy . 7; t) P,@-yy . T; s): =-: qy; 7 + t) PCl(y; 7 + s)I 
< h(t - s), s < t, 
by (6.3). A similar argument applies for 0, , and WC see that the first con- 
clusion is valid. Next, if x E 9(P,), then 
;j q(X, y ’ 7, t)l; :: /i @(y ’ 7; t)X iI = 11 @(y ’ 7; t) P,@-l(y ’ 7; 0)X I/ 
< :I x ‘I . qy . 7; t) P/x-l(y * 7; O)I < I x Ij h(t) 1. 
for t > 0. A similar argument verifies (6.6). 
Let us define the section 
QED. 
A?(y) = {x E x: (x, y) E a}, 
i.e., for x ES(Y), II p)(x, y, t)ll is bounded uniformly for t E ,7. 
LEMMA 11. Assume that Y is compact and that (n, u) admits a weak 
dichotomy at y with (h; P, Q). Let V == 9(P) and W = B(Q). Then the 
following hold: 
(1) B(y) n V = (0) andS?(y) n W = {O}. 
(2) V n W = {0}, V + W --: X, and Q --- I - P. 
(3) B(y) = {O}, Y(y) := V, and %(y) = W. 
(4) For all 7 in 3, one has 9?(y T) = {0}, .Y(y . T) :--. W(P,), and 
#(y . T) = &‘(Q,), where P, and Q7 are given by Lemma 10. 
Proof. (1) Let x E S?(y) n V and set 
y = sup{li &, y, t1.l: tE 3). 
For any E > 0, choose T > 0 so that A(T) ,< E. It follows from Lemma 10 
that q.@, y, -T) E W(P-,) and by (6.5) we have 
1, X 11 = 11 v(p,(X, Y, -T), Y * (-T), T)II d !/ v(X, y, -T)i! A(T) < ye. 
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Since E is arbitrary, we get 11 r I] = 0, or x = 0. The proof that&?(y) n W = (0) 
is similar. 
(2) Since V n WC B(y) n W, this follows directly from (1). 
(3) Let x E X. It follows from (2) that we can express x uniquely as 
.r = v -+ W, where v E V and w E W, and since v is linear in x, we get 
I q,(w, y, t)l; < I, v(Jr, y, t) I -I- I/ q-+4 y, t)1i (6.7) 
II ‘p(Vu,Y, 9 < I P(X,Y, 01 + I! dw,.Y, w. 68) 
If x ES?(~), then by applying lim sup (as i + + co) to (6.7) and noting 
that II v(v,y, t)ll + 0, we see that w E.?+?(Y). Thus w ES?(Y) n W, i.e., 
w = 0. Similarly taking lim sup (as t -+ -co) in (6.8), we see that v = 0. 
Hence, a(y) == (0). Next, if x E Y(y), then letting t -+ +cc in (6.7), we 
get w E P’(y) n WCL%(y) n W =-- {O}. Hence, SE V, or Y(y) 2= V. 
Similarly, we get %!(y) : W. 
(4) This now follows from part (3) and Lemma 10. Q.E.D. 
We can now state our converse 
THEOREV 5. Assume that Y is compact and that (x, u) admits a weak 
dichotomy at yn E Y with (h; P, Q). Then 
{(x, y) E a: y E H(y,)} -- - (0) x H(y,). (6.9) 
Moremer, the restricted jbw on X x H( yJ satisjes the hypotheses and (ipso 
facto) the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2. In particular, if Y is minimal, 
then 9 = {0} x Y. 
Proof. \Ve will show that for each pointy E H(y,), the flow (.rr, u) admits 
a weak dichotomy at y. Then (6.9) will follow from Lemma II. 
Thus, let y E H(y,), and let {TV} be a sequence in 3 with y0 . 7j -+ y. 
By Lemma IO, there exist projections Pj and Qj so that (n, u) admits a 
weak dichotomy at y,, . rj with (A; P, , Qj). S ince the space of all projection 
forms a compact subset of the space L(X, X) of all bounded linear trans- 
formations of X into X, we can find a convergent subsequence Pj ---f P, 
and Qj + Q, . Clearly the relationships 
I @(y. . Tj ; t) PjC’(Y, . Tj ; s)I < h(t - s), s < f, 
1 @(y” . Tj ; t) Qj@-‘(~0 Tj ; S)[ < X(S - t), t < s, 
are preserved in the limit since @(y,, * 7j ; r) -+ @(y; t). Thus (II, 0) admits 
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a weak dichotomy at y with (X; P, , Q*), and (6.9) is established. Hence, 
the restricted flow on X x IZ(y,) satisfies the conditions of Theorem I, 
and in particular dim Y(y) and dim @(y) are upper semicontinuous. From 
Lemma 11, dim Y(y,) + dim @(y,,) :- dim X, and therefore we see that 
dim Y(y) is constant on H(y,) by Remark 2. Thus the conditions of 
Theorem 2 are met. 
7. FLOWS ON VECTOR BUNDLES AYD ANOSOV DIFFEOMORPHISMS 
(a) General discussion. In this section we indicate how the results, 
stated previously for linear skew-product flows, carry over to a linear fiber- 
preserving flow on a vector bundle over a base space which is compact 
but not necessarily a manifold. Since a vector bundle is locally a product, 
only minor technical modifications are needed. 
DEFINITION. By a vector bundle E with base Y, projection p, and fiber X 
(= Rn or P), we mean the following: 
(i) E and Y arc metric spaces and p: E--f Y is a continuous map of E 
onto Y, 
(ii) for each y E Y, p-‘(y) is a vector space X, , and 
(iii) for each y E Y, there is an open set G C Y, y E G, and a homeo- 
morphism 
T: p-‘(G) --f A’ x G 
such that for each v E G, p-l(~) is mapped onto X x {v} and 
7: p-‘(q) - -7 x (7) 
is a linear isomorphism. 
Thus we see from (iii) that E is locally a product X x G. One example 
of a vector bundle is a product space X x Y. Another less trivial example 
is the tangent bundle TM to a manifold M. 
A point in E will be denoted by (x,y), where it is understood that 
x E x, - p-‘(y). 
By a fiber-prcscrving flow on E we mean a pair of flows (x, u) where 
O: Y x 3 -+ Y is a flow on Y and n: E x 3 -+ E is a flow such that for 
(x, y) E E and t E J, one has 
n(x, y, t) = (qo(, Y, t), fJ(Y, t)), 
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i.e., the following diagram commutes 
The flow is said to be linear in x if p(x,y, 1) is linear in x, i.e., if v has 
the form 
where @(y; t) is a bounded linear transformation from X, to XO(v,l). 
Since y is paracompact [22] there is a norm 11 . ]I = 11 *Ily on each X,, , and 
for x E X, ,\I x II,, varies continuously in (x, y). The zero section E,, is E, = 
LY +Wl x {YH, h h w ic is simply the union of the zero vectors of the X, . 
The results in Section 2 extend immediately to linear fiber-preserving 
flows on vector bundles by replacing X x Y by E throughout and making 
slight technical modifications. For example, the sets 3 and 9 now become 
9 = {(x, y) E E: II ~(x, y, t)l’ is bounded for all t}, 
Y={(x,y)~E:[Iq~(x,y,t)i +Oasi++m} 
And the section 9’(y) is now replaced by the fiber 
?Y(Y) = {x E x,: (x, y) E 9). 
The assumption a -- (0) x Y becomes B = E, , the zero section. In 
conclusion (IV) and (V) of Theorem 2, X must be replaced by X, and 
throughout the proofs, X must be replaced by the appropriate fiber. For 
example, in the proof of Theorem 2, the mapping pt goes from X, to X,., 
and the maps g, and y1 are maps into X, . 
The proofs of these results are, for the most part, local in nature. That 
is, rather than examining the entire vector bundle E, we concentrate on a 
small open set G C Y and the fiber over G, p-l(G) c X x G, so that locally 
we are working in a product space. 
WC shall also be interested in the case in which E is the tangent bundle 
TM with base M a smooth finite dimensional manifold. We shall let 
p: TM + M be the natural projection. Then p-l(y) is simply T,M, the 
tangent space of M at y E M. 
(b) Anosow dz~eomorphisms. Let F: M -+ M be a diffeomorphism on a 
compact smooth manifold M, and let DF: TM + TM be the derivative 
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mapping on the tangent bundle. The map F generates a discrete flow 
(T: ;M x Z + M by 
4Y! t) = WY), 
where Fi denotes composition. Also the derivative DF generates a discrete 
flow rr: TM x Z -+ TM as follows: If (5, y) E TM, i.e., x E T,M, then for 
t E 2 one has 
+, Y, 2) =-; (DFYy) .y, WY)), 
where DFL(y) is the derivative of F’ at y. The pair (x, u) is then a discrctc 
linear fiber-preserving flow on TM. 
With 9’ and 4 defined as above, then F is an Anosov diffeomorphism 
if TM .= Y + %! (Whitney sum) and the decay in .Y as t + fee as well 
as the decay in % as t -+ CO are exponential. In other words, F is an Anosov 
diffeomorphism if conclusions (VI) and (VII) of Theorem 2 hold. Ilote that 
in Theorem 2(VII) one has 
qy; t) =7 IIF’( 
The following theorem is thus a direct consequence of Theorems 2, 4, 
and 5: 
THEOREM 6. Let F: M + M be a dsjfeomorphism on a compact jnite 
dimensional manifold M. Assume that the collection of minimal sets of the 
discrete jlow a on M is dense in M. (For example, this would happen if the 
periodic points of F are dense in M.) Then F is an Anosov dtfleomorphism ifJ 
.Y = the zero section of TM. 
(c) Time varying vector fields on manifolds. Let 1%~’ be a compact 
n-dimensional manifold, and let Cl denote the collection of all P-functions 
f: &I x R -+ TM 
such that for each y E M, one has f (y, t) E T,M, the tangent space at y, 
for all t E R. Each f then gives rise to a time-varying differential equation 
on M, which is described in local coordinates y as 
P =f(r, 4. (7.1) 
On the space M x Cl we have a skew-product flow defined by 
dY,f, 7) = (4(Y,f> Thf,>, 
where f,(Y, t> = f (Y, 7 + 4 and (Cl(Y,f, 9 d enotes the solution of (7.1) that 
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satisfies $(y,f, 0) - J. Here Cl has the topology of uniform convergence 
on compact subsets of M x R [lo]. 
The product space E - TM x Cl is the collection of points (x, y,f), 
where (x, y) E TM and f E Cr. Thus E is a vector bundle with base M x C’ 
and projection p,: E + M x Cl, where p,(.~,y,f) I-: (y,f). 
Associated with the flow 0 on M x Cl is the linearized flow w E x R -+ E 
given by 
where IJZ(X, y, j, T) = @(y,f; T)X and @ is the linearized mapping 
@(r,f; 4 = W(Ylf> 4. 
Equivalently, dx, y,f, t) is the solution of the initial value problem for 
the linear variational equations 
.t zrY f,(#(Y,f, 4,4x, 
expressed in local coordinates. 
x(0) = x (7.2) 
Clearly, then (w, u) represents a local linear fiber-preserving flow on the 
vector bundle E = TM x Cl. 
Now suppose there is a point (yO ,fJ E M x Ct such that the hull 
H, z H(y, ,fO) C M X Cl is compact. For example, suppose the initial 
value problem 
9 I= fo(Y, 0 Y(O) = Yo 
has a bounded solution I/J(~), i.e., 4(t) E K C IM for all t where K is compact, 
and further suppose fo: K x R --f TM is bounded and has bounded 
derivative up to order 2. Then Ho will be compact. 
From the remarks made in part (a) of this section, it is clear that the 
Theorems l-5 all apply to the present situation. The condition S? T- E, , 
the zero section of E, simply means that Eq. (7.2) admits no bounded solution 
except the obvious one, x = 0. 
It should be noted, however, that the condition B =--: E. is nee;er satisfied 
for a bounded autonomous vector field since the linearized equation (7.2) 
has the bounded solution f (#(y, f, t)), i.e., (f(y), y) E .Ci?. 
Note Added in Proof. James Selgrade [23] has independently found results similar 
to some of those stated above. 
In part II of this paper we will give a shorter and simpler proof of part IV of 
Theorem 2. We shall also show that the splitting described in Theorem 4 can be 
extended to all of Y provided all the minimal sets in Y lie in a single Yk . In addition 
we shall investigate the problem of invariant splittings in the case where 9 is nontrivial 
and thereby obtain a characterization of Anosov flows. 
sodr5/3-6 
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